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The account in the Social Democrat of the first and last annual conven-
tion of the “Debs Democracy” is an extremely amusing bit of literature. For 
swagger and bluff combined with a charming naiveté it compares favorably 
with the foremost of the yellow journals when they were at their best, while 
[Winfield Scott] Schley and [William T.] Sampson were chasing [Pasqual] 
Cevera, when day after day the announcement was made in scaring bulletins 
that actually “Schley was ordered to capture or destroy the Spanish fleet.” 
And as to modesty, General Bombastes is not in it. The whole thing is in 
the superlative, adjectives, nouns, and verbs. “Never has there been such a 
convention,” “it was the greatest Socialist convention,” etc. Delegates came 
fro the farthest East, even from New Hampshire (viz. F.G.R. Gordon, who 
worked for the SD while in the pay of the SLP); 94 branches were repre-
sented by 70 delegates. Several delegates had several votes each. None of 
these branches contained less than five members. All of them were recent 
formations, some of them very recent, so to say fin de siëcle, formed accord-
ing to National Secretary Keliher, “for the purpose of packing the conven-
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tion.” “The average of ability was very high,” for every one was an original 
thinker, with his own original brand of “American” Socialism. That among 
so many originals there should have been some disagreement, which re-
sulted in a “bolt,” is indeed surprising.

The row started over the report of the Committee on Credentials. The 
charge was made that 8 branches were organized for the purpose of packing 
the convention. The debate lasted all day. As it turned on a question of fact 
which could not be easily ascertained, this does not speak well for the “aver-
age” honesty of some of the delegates. The debate was soon turned into one 
on the merits of colonization and political action. This does not speak well 
for the “average” of ability. The matter was finally decided by an order of the 
National Executive Board. This does not speak well for their “democracy.”

The “great fight” came on the report of the Committee on Platform. 
There were a majority and a minority report. One was opposed to coloniza-
tion and in favor of political action, the other was in favor of both. “Mag-
nificent speeches” were made, and the audience listened “spellbound.” “The 
real point at issue was whether the old German Socialist method with its 
class-consciousness club tactics should continue, or American Socialist 
methods should prevail. The American methods in question are the meth-
ods of the Utopians of 60 years ago, which belong now in the lumber room 
of history, whatever their merit or justification in their own day. The so-
called club tactics are the tactics that in Germany and France and Belgium 
have welded the greater part of the working class into one solid phalanx, 
and turned bourgeois methods of political chicanery into a powerful 
weapon of the proletariat for achieving its own emancipation. But the expo-
sition of THESE tactics by THAT minority must have been a strange sight 
indeed! Victor Berger’s whole political career, was it not in flat denial of the 
tactics of International Socialism? And Louis Miller, only a year ago, had to 
resort to all the sophistry at his disposal to prove to the Jewish workers that 
the Debs utopia was not utopian!

“American Socialist methods won,” and the minority bolted to form a 
new party. Debs, who declared in favor of colonization on Thursday, joined 
on Friday the bolters who were opposed to colonization. The original Debs 
Democracy thus remained without Debs, and the new party which he 
joined is indeed without Debsism, but with a full supply of political chame-
leons and traitors to the cause. If the so-called American methods go on 
winning such victories, we shall have next year two bolts instead of one, and 
so on, ever increasing in geometric ration according to the old Malthusian 
formula. To save the working class from this “overpopulation” is the mission 
of the American wing of the International Socialist army, the SLP.

In the editorial comments it is said that “Delegates [Morris] Win-
chevsky, [Isaac] Hourwich, [Joseph] Barondess, etc. were among the bolters. 
Comment is unnecessary.” Aye, but there was a great deal of comment 
when they entered the new Democracy! But the “veterans” were then sup-
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posed to lead 25,000 Jewish proletarians; now they have been found out not 
to lead even themselves. That explains the changes of heart.

The “bolters” formed a new party and adopted a platform intended to 
please everybody. For the industrial workers of the cities there is a Socialist 
program, for the farmers an individualist program. Individual, private prop-
erty in the soil is to be perpetuated by placing the national credit at the dis-
posal of the farmers, the erection of grain elevators by the nation, the reduc-
tion in the cost of transportation, etc. All this is to be done “for the purpose 
of uniting the workers in the country with those of the city.” Not a word is 
said of the workers in the country who, like the workers in the city, are de-
void of all property in the soil — millions of farm laborers. I suppose, the 
employing farmers having freed their land from all mortgages will pay their 
laborers the full product of their labor; or, perhaps, the laborers will be told 
to emigrate to the cities to enjoy the benefits of Socialism. How two social 
systems, one of which is based on collective ownership and the other on 
private ownership, can exist peacefully side by side, we are not informed. 
The more important branch of production is sure, in the long run, to im-
pose its own form of organization on the less important. In the middle ages 
agriculture was the most important branch of production; the country, 
therefore, ruled the city. In modern times industry is more important than 
agriculture; the city, therefore, rules the country. Socialism aims at the final 
abolition of the antagonism between city and country by putting both agri-
culture and industry under the control of the nation.

Our universal harmonizers might benefit from a study of the history of 
the struggle between the industrial North with its social system based on 
wage labor and the agricultural South with its system of slave labor — but 
our harmonizers are not there for study, or anything else short of capers, and 
deserve no further notice.

The platform adopted by the rump of the Social Democracy should be 
incorporated in a textbook on logical fallacies and historical misconceptions. 
It declared (1) that in the United States there are unrivaled opportunities for 
building up Socialist commonwealths in the separate states, first, because of 
the abundance of undeveloped natural opportunities, and secondly, because 
of our federal system of government. (2) But the federal Supreme Court 
with its power to override the decisions of the state courts can nullify all 
attempts at establishing a Socialist Commonwealth in any state. (3) there-
fore, it should be the exclusive aim of Socialists to take part in Congres-
sional and Presidential elections for the purpose of breaking the power of 
the Supreme Court.

Let us pass over the erroneous idea that there are in the country today 
outside of the Indian Territory and the Great Desert, unappropriated natu-
ral resources of any value. Let us pass over the constitutional question of 
whether Congress can substantially restrict the powers of the Supreme 
Court, for a remodeling of the constitution under the capitalist regime is 
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admitted by themselves to be hopeless. Let us also pass over the obvious 
economic absurdity of attempting to put the great industries of the nation 
under separate state control. Aside from the trifling considerations, the plat-
form declares (1) that it is possible to establish Socialist Commonwealths in 
the separate states; (2) that it is impossible; (3) that it will become possible 
by taking part in the politics of the nation. “Economic action,” which at 
first was coordinate with, or even superior to political action, now turns out 
to be impossible without the previous attainment to political power. and 
establishment of Socialism in the separate states now tuns out to be impos-
sible without acting on a national scale. What had been at first tacitly dis-
missed is now tacitly smuggled in — by the back door.

Finally, the President and Congressmen to be elected will be the agents 
either of the capitalist class or the working class. In the former event, it is 
expected that the ruling class would voluntarily resign one of its most for-
midable weapons, the Supreme Court. In the latter case, ti is expected that 
the producers would take control of the political powers of the nation, in 
order to fall back upon separate states for the realization of Socialism!

This is too much even for the highest average ability.
In the proclamation issued by the rump the following choice morsel is 

found: “We shall ever keep in mind that all political organizations are but 
means which should receive neither loyal devotion nor hostile criticism on 
their own account.” Not on their own account! But, surely, on account of 
what can be gotten out of them in the way of private emolument? this is a 
very convenient doctrine, but is it the distinctive quality of “American” So-
cialism?

In justice I must state that there are many truths uttered both in the 
platform and the proclamation. But these stand in fatal contradiction to 
their reactionary and utopian methods, and were evidently learned through 
the propaganda of the SLP. The debate of the ST&LA2  which had been go-
ing on in the party for the past two years seems to have furnished a goodly 
sum of useful instruction. It is recognized that the abstract preaching of So-
cialism cannot be fruitful, that the Socialist must take part in the class 
struggle all the year round. “To tell the laborer, threatened with starvation in 
midsummer, to be patient till fall and then vote against his master is cruel 
mockery.” “Organized labor must use organized labor’s weapons — the boy-
cott and the strike; and their use will be blamable only when those who use 
them treat the present state of industrial war as normal and eternal.” Ster-
ling truths these, which have been taught by the founders of the ST&LA, 
and for which some of the very men who subscribed their names to these 
words called them “union wreckers.”
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Let us hope that the younger and honest element will soon arrive at a 
clearer understanding of the social question, when they will be welcomed 
within the inviting folds of the one and indivisible SLP.
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